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ABSTRACT

Based on artificial intelligence research, the 'frame
based system for reasoning described in this paper is one of the
components of an intelligent decision.support system for an
information system on petroleum resourcos and use whici".h is being
designed by the information Methodology Research 'Project as the first
step in the development of a comprehensive intelligent information

system fór dealing with energy resources in the Uni4 States. By
extending the notion of frames to include rule frames,which can then
be, interpreted. an,d applied, expertise of various kinds can be

a

directly encoded into the frame representation. Frame based rules are
useful in encoding constraints Verforming aotions,.:noticing cOmplex
situations, and deducing solutions. By Varying the J;nterpretation of
a rule framer the saMe competence knowledge can be used in,performing
each of theS'e tasks. Rules are able to use frame based representation
in'tinding Other rules, avoiding most pattern-directed invocation.
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ABSTRACT
This paper describes a frames base/ system f\or reasoning Vn a petroleum
resources_domain. By extending the nOftion of frames to inc.luNe rule ftames,..
which can'then be interpreted and applied, expertise-of various kinds can be
directly 'encoded into the frame representation. 'Frame based rules are useful
in encoding constraints, performing actions, netioing complex situations, and
By varyin'g the interpretation ofa rule frame, the same,
deducing 001W:ions.
competence knowledge tan be used in performing each of these tasks. Rules
are able to use the frame based representad.on in finding other rules,
avoiding most pattprn-directed invocation.

Increasing amounts.of information are now commonly recorded and Stored in
computers,- There is often, however, no corrasponding increase in the ability
In this paper I shall discuss one

to access and use this information:

approach to this task which'di'aws on research in Artificial Intelligence,
Onr go-al -is

the construction _of iilligcnt information systems for dealing

with energy resources in the U.S.

I shall first describe the concept _of.

"friendly" representation which can use thepower of a frame representation
,

in organizing i

f

The remainder of the paper focuses on the use of

alt4.on.

rules in such a database.

We have found frame based rules to be a kyseful way

to.provide "intelligence". in an intelligent inforMation system.

Our goals-are ultimately quite practical; namely the eransfer of A.T.
This imposes certain constirairlts Orl

"teehnology" into a real world,domain.
the design.

Over200 da,tabases dealing wit1\ energy resources are. already

maintained by DOE.

Our representation scheme must be able to usd this exist-

ing knowledge (Rosenberg (1)). Real data in these databades is oTtcn "messy.
Cruckiat,information is sometimes Missing,

Of the data available, there are,

.
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info;16tion'gaps, with variable defrinitions.
prob,lems with validationith ,....
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A "filondly" '6.1 rr2rI1tntion helps with thene nnd

tlir

plohlomr1

tfllnp,

the burden of perforMing-routine, if oometimeo complicated, funclions, from
Sc;me of these luneti.ono are quite simple,

the reasoning component or noer,

auch aa providing aggregated information, or,default values.

Some are

comptex, ouch as adjusting !AA(' representation by changing deduced consequences when eetroneouP facto are'corrected,

The net effect of ouch

friendly ey8tem ia to allow a uaer to focuo on higher leveJ tooks, while
,

leaving jower level iAlformation prOceaaing Co Ole representation oyotem.

ln

affect, -we propose that in many- domaine, semantie'repreaentations must function dynamically, drawing on interlaced procedural and world kno>..,ledge,to

proyide a solid basis for creating higher quality'information.

We use FRL (Frame Representation Language) (Roberts and Wdstein (2)) as
FRL provides a hierarchically organized,

tpe basis for our representation.

frnmes-bfscd -semantics with inheritance and,procedural attachments among ,
other features.

This augmented notion of what a data object is allows us to

create the tjpes of 'frTdly" repTesentation we,need.

FRL is based on
,

.

FRL is a sophisticated, higher level language

Minsky's (3)'notioh of frames,

desivred for the representation,of knowledge in a Variet,y,of domains.

A frame cAv be thought of AO a named collection of slots which form the
Amantic,definition of a colicep_td-7)k elot-(- property)

ftri be, specified

/ further through the use of absociated user and system defined "facets."
iialue, which contain; the-value'of that

Useful system defined facets ore

slot; Default, which specifies a de&Ult value;,Require, which specifies
J.
,;.

procedural constraints on the values for that slot; and If-Added and If,

Removed, Whch-specify actions to be .talten when a value is addeci or removed.
0
...

'

,.

1
,,.

,'.

Notice ;t.hat many of these facets,a;re rocedural attadhments uhlich can perform
....

I.

calculatiOns when re4uired.

.

Thucs,Af-added attachments can be us'ed to encode

and'execute constraint, relations 'bletween fraMes.
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4,

For example, in the porti.c./0

All:
I.

llau nhown holow, thc If-added attachmeof on thc cnilvovoi
14,

of a Flamo Col

slotautomattcotlyupdatenaggregationinformationmlworldnuft0y.,Thc,
default predicate on the production slot provides a typical.value when this
is reported

data

production
carvyover

IRAN

clefault

(uae-last-month-yalue)_

-$if-aJded (Add-to-world-suppl)? )

9

FRL allows concepts (- frames) to be arranged/in an inheritance
Thus the frame system forms a tree structure.

hierarchy.

.

Generic

information is stored higher up in the hierarchy and shared by frames lower
down; specialized fvames specify new Ustinguishing knowledge.
knowledge, including computational procedures,

The gcneric

in inherited automatically.

Suppose an overseas supplier of crude oil, such as Iran, decreases
supplies to U.S.-sites.

Figure 1, below, shows a portion of tbe,petroleum

A

flow network.

In-it, Iran and ballas supply the site of Newark. ,We want.to

model this reduction in the shipment of oil.

This change in production will

in turn alter some of the constraints we have s'et in our database.

Me must

then dotice when meaningful patterns of information (such 88 reduad supplies
at Ne)zi rk) occur.

Fia lly, we'may want

find alternate sources..

to

Te ideal Pith these Tour probleat of driving our model, encoding
1

,

constrqints, nhticing the development of 'important situations, and deducing
solutions,

we have found it useful to extend thd concept of frames to include

By creating a class of frames called rules,,and varying our inter-

rules.
,

#

pretation of these rules, we can do 'all--(our of these tasks.
4

-

All knowledge is reOresented as frames.

Thus rules are represented as
\

de larative knoWledge in, the frame tree.

The only indication that 'sudh a

,

fra e is a rule consists in the value of the?generic pointer (e.g., tx AKO
-/
Rosenberg 3
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Rule frames contain condition and action slots.

to use rules,

a rkIle

frame_is interpreted as a procedure, with the slot values controlling-the
interpretation.

Thus a condition slot causes a condition to be tested; the

acEion slot specifies the action to be performed, and solon.
Many of the relations between semantic entities in out: model can be
encoded as constrain-Ls.

Changes in information can caupe propagation of

-these constraints to occur (although in a much simpler fot'7m than Doyle (4)
prOpopess)

Simple constraints can be encodeddirctly 88 procedui-al attach

ments tb frames.

A change in the information content of one frame triggers a

siimple predicate which then modifies the Information available' at anothei.

'frame., (For. exa4le, the ifadded procedure in the Iran frame.)
plex constraints are encoded as rule frames.
of Figure l.in more detail.

flere,

More com

Figure 2 shows the constraint

n gener,ic constraint 'exists whose purpTse

is.to see that the petroleum needed by a site is equal to the amounts its
suppliers intendl 't-47-rOvide.
site frame.

This constraint places n trigke'r in the generic

Mere it monitors ctepand at all

sites.

If a particular si_te,

Such as Newark, changes its monthly needs, this trigger is'inherited, and
fires.. The constraint then tries to adjust supply among the suppliers to
Newark to correspond to demanL
Rosenberg 4
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'

Actions such as "shipping" oil are performed by using sets of rules as
agents.

In Figuve I, an agent which ;hips oil is shown "attat.hed" to Iran.
s

By monitoring production And carryover In the Iran Frame Ghe agent: determines
when to ship oil.

At the right time the oil is allocatect among the sites

supplied by Iran.

This action can in tura trigger a new agent.

Using rules

as agents provides a method for drivingttiLonr model_ to simulate the changing

state of our domain.

Given a database of changing information, we want to,provide some
capability to monitor important-developments, and alert us -when necessary.

Many subtle problems can'arise in providing such alerts.
reductions ir supply by various producers

For example,ismall

together with changes in demand at

several sites can result in'a severe shortage at one particular site.

Such

dynamic noticing is done'by treating rules as Sentinels (Rosenberg (5)) which
leave active expectations in the data base.

Suppose we wish to be warned'whenever a consuming site, Ruch ap Newark,
(

will experience a severe shortfall in supply.
the sentinels from F,igure 1 which do this.

Figure 3 shows in more detail

By taking advantage of the'
1

semantic structure a frame hierarchy: provides, we'can create a sentinel which

places 0 trigger.in the generic site frame. This .trigger will be inherited
0
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by all production site instances.

3

Reducti,ons beyond some local criterion

expressed on the individual sites will trigger the sentinel., Thus the asser,

tion of. reduced prIoduction into the Iran fry.me causes the conditions of this

Sentinel to succeed.

A reduction of production

even sevet'al), ,does not necessarily mLan

y-one producer however (or

short'age of oil at 8 site.

HQW

large a proportiton of its requirements are met by this produceri'Can other
suppliers make up the slack?

Befdre a shortage warning clin be issued;

questions such as these must be considered.

The first sentinel will examine

the sites supplied by Iran,to determine iC any are excessively affected.
for initance, Newark were solely dependent on Iran for oil, a reductic6n.ln
Iranian production is sufficient evidence for a warning.

If there are

several supplierS to Newark, the best choice may.be to monitor Newark's
supply more closely.

In this case, Sentinelreates another sentinel, ,

Sentinel2, tb monitor both shipments to Newark, and demand at Newark,
\

- directly.

Iranian production is also monitored.

If Sentinel2 notice& a

drastic suRply,imbalance pt Newark, it will givesan plert.

If production
Sentinels

returns to normal in Iran, this Sentinel will erase itself.

%--

provide a flexibje, powerful mechanism for enroding Ve noticing of
.

RoSenberg

If,

meaningful patterns of information.
Once an alert hae been given, we may need to answer questions such ,as
those

)(mit possible alternative supplies.

'frame based rules for such reasoning.

We are exploring the uses of

While appropriate rules can be found

by some variant of pattern matching (e.g., Planner, or production systems
(Newell and Simon (6)) we take advantage of the organized semantic structure
flto have information di/xectly trigger the appropriate rule(s).

part of an adjust-supply frame.
.

Figure 4 shows

Sentine12, on noticing An oil shortage in

Newark,-can assert Newark Into the buyer slot of this frame.
this information triggers a Rule,

The addition of

By contrast, the Assertion of o new
L

supplier would 6.igger a different Rule,R2.

R1 first collects all ncirmal

7-Adjusts sopply

suppliers to Newark, and if these have sufficient stoc
using these stOcks.
supply.

Otherwise, it can try alternatiV. methods of increasing

(Try supply-increase) will cause all rules which inherit from the

supply-increase frame in Figure 4. to be,evaluated.

Although we do not know

which,specific rule might be relevant, we use the frame hierarchy represents-)

tion to aalow rules to call on other classes of rules kn9wrt to b'e helpfuyin
r

adjust supply
$value
bu er
plier
s
ew supplier Svalue

Rule 1: Condition: buyer
Action: (if((carryover(normal suppliers))
(demand buyer)).
(adjust-supplies))
(else (try supply-increase)))
Rule 2: Cond)tion: New-supplier
))ction: Allocate new supplies

,f

Rule 3: Supply - Increase
..*

Rule 4: Spot
Market

Rule 5: Borrbw
from other
P..

Rule 6: Shaq
shortage-

sites

FIGURE 4

;
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and a rule hi erarchy, allows us
.

and pertinent information.

t

t he w--;0 o

f

nme tq, n tic h tlq ad just

fi

!I I y

to crento small contexta of relevant rules

we OaVe found (hat using a powerful reprearnta-

.

tion semantics together with rules provides the flexibility and scope we need
in creating an intelligent kinformation system.
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